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1. Product features and specifications： 

 
 Making transaction more safe and convenient, you can choose the operation mode from 

manual or electric operation;  

 It features flexible to use，also can be used for cars parking or repairing cars; 

 There is a mechanical locking device on each column.，also can be installed wire rope 

anti-breaking device； 

 Drive-up ramp and running board use checkered plate, to prevent movement and keep it 

secure； 

 Use hydraulic transmission system，hydraulic pump output high pressure oil drives the 

hydraulic cylinder，hydraulic cylinder drive wire rope，make the vehicle board synchronous 

steady rise or down, to ensure that customers get car parking convenience and security; 

 Customer also can choose plastic pan or iron cover plate to prevent the upper car drop oil 

between the running plates. 

 

  Picture. 1 

 

2. Installation requirements 

Model  Lifting weight Lifting height  Drive car’s time Power  Voltage 

ECO2136 3.6T 1900mm 50S 2.2kw 380V/220V 

ECO2236 3.6T 2100mm 60S 2.2kw 380V/220V 
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1.Ready tool: 

                                        Chalk. Carpenter's ink marker 

Tape measure（7.5m） 

 

 

                                                

 

Hammer                                     Screwdriver  

 

 

 

Monkey wrench(12")                         Pliers      

 

                                               

 

 

Wrench（1set）                               lock wrench 

 

 

 

 

Inner hexagon spanner（1set）                Impact drill （need M16 impact bit， 

                                       impact bit length is not less than 130mm） 
                     

                                                      

                                                                                              

                                               

 

                                        

 

Gradienter 

 

                                                 

                                                            Picture.2 
 

 

 

2. Installation environment requirements 

1) Concrete thickness at least is 150m,new foundation concrete shall be solidified more than 

28 days； 
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2) The concrete must be in good condition,no cracks.Make a strength test and at least it is 

3000psi,210kg/cm². 

3) Ground must be level, no cracks, planeness ≤5mm. 

4) The width, length and height of parking space is enough to use the device. 

 

 

 

Picture .3 

3. Installation steps 

1、Please check the package if there is any missing part before installation. 

  Mainly include stamping parts、power unit and standard parts box. 

 
Picture .4 
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2、Open the package, tear down the shelf and check the part according the 

delivery list. 

 

Picture .5 

3、Open the standard package box，according the list check the parts. 
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Picture .6 

4、Select the appropriate installation location： 

   If no special explanation, our equipment can only be installed indoors. According to the size 

of equipment（see attachment 1）select the appropriate installation location. There is no 

obstruction on the top of the installation location, like heating device, building bracket, electric 

wire and etc. 

 

5、Determine the installation layout： 

   After confirm the installation location, use tape measure and chalk to mark the four columns’ 

installation location first, make sure the length of the two diagonal is the same, then place 4 

columns in the marking.（First determine the installation position of the main column，put the 

others three columns in turn). 

 

Picture .7 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Model  A B C 

ECO2136 4330mm 2666mm 5085mm 

ECO2236 4950mm 2786mm 5680mm 

The installation layout picture that use 

carpenter's ink marker and chalk to design. 

 

 
Main column 
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6、Fixed column 

    After the column’s location is determined. Fixed the main column first, use impact to drill 

holes in the ground through mounting holes on the column bottom plate, then use expansion 

bolt fix it. Other 3 columns don’t punch and fixed, in order to fine-tuning after run. 

                                                                                                                              
               Picture.8                                    Picture.9 

7.  Beam installation 

Take down the plate on the top of column that we installed at advance, make slide block of 

beam assembly from the top of column slide into column. Pay attention the unlock blocks on the 

beam should in the same side with the unlock blocks on the column. 

 

                    Picture .10 

 

 

 

Aim at the hole 

on the floor and 

punch it 

M16*120 

expansion 

bolt  

Slide block 

Beam 
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Picture .11 

 

 

8.  Running board installation    

（1）、Move the main and vice running board on the beam use forklift truck or other lifting 

gear, align the connecting hole on the running plate and the beam. Then make bottom plate, 

baffle plate and running board fixed on the beam by the bolt. Pay attention main running 

board’s ( main running board have cylinder) installation position on the side of main 

column. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The unlock blocks on the beam 

should in the same side with the 

unlock blocks on the column. 

2 side beams 

are in the 

same height. 

Up and down beam’s 

height should suit install 

running board and other 

accessories,suggest the 

height is about 1m.  
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                                                       Picture.12 

 

 

(2).After finish the installation of running board, install the column top tray on column. 

Bottom plate 

Baffle plate 

18 

20 
21 19 

17 

Use bolt M14*100 fix 

bottom plate. 

Use bolt M14*85 fix baffle plate 

Main running board 

Vice running 

board 
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                                                     Picture.13 

9.  Installation of wire rope 

We have already installed the wire rope on running board, customer just need to make the 

four pieces of wire rope cross the 4 column top tray in turn according to the length. 

 

                                                       Picture.14    

 

 

 

23 24 25 

22 

Column top tray 

4 
3 
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Picture.15 location of wire rope and alignment graphics 

 

 

2 1 

Remark: The installation of 

wire rope must be exact. First 

running test must be 

observed carefully to ensure 

each rope must in the wheel 

of wire rope. 

Use the catch wheel 

rod block the wire 

rope to prevent 

off-wheel. 

 

Before install wire rope, you need to stretch 

cylinder out from a distance, otherwise the 

length of wire rope couldn’t reach the top tray.  
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10. Installation of unlocking device 

(1). Manual unlocking (used for “M” series model of PTJ601) 

According to the upper picture 

shown finish the installation of 

wire rope, make adjusting 

screw rod cross column top 

ray, use 2 pieces M20 nuts to 

fix it. 

 

Column top tray 
Adjusting screw rod  

M20 nut 

 Picture.16 
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Manual unlocking consist of unlocking lever, back unlocking connecting rod and unlocking part 

on side beam. Unlocking lever and back unlocking connecting rod need to cross the inside of 

main running board from the unlocking hole on the side beam, then use unlocking casing pipe 

do connection. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Unlocking 

lever 

Casing pipe 

Use casing pipe separate side 

beam from unlocking lever. 

Install the back unlocking 

lever the same way.  

 

Two unlocking rod cross 

through running board 

casing pipe in main 

running board. 

 

Unlocking 

casing pipe 
M12 nut 

Picture.17 34 38 36 

Back unlocking rod 

Running board casing pipe  
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(2)  Electric unlocking 

Electrical unlocking achieve equipment unlock action is by four electromagnet pull-in and 

disconnect, unlock process is controlled by electrical. Electrical unlocking installation is simple 

too, most of parts were pre-installed by delivery, customers just connected the electromagnet 

and test. 

 

Place connected part 

on two unlocking rod 

in the position shown 

on picture 18, then 

tighten nut. 

 

Connected part 34 
36 38 

Remark: after equipment 

operate,adjust connecting 

screw rod of each articulated 

bearing according situation. 

When you pull the unlock 

level,it is normal state that  

4 unlock blocks release from 

the slot on column at the 

same time. 

Picture.18 
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11. Installation of hydraulic system. 

(1). Installation of power unit 

    Install power unit on the base of main column and it should in the same side with 

unlocking lever. 
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                                               Picture.19       

 

                                                                                                       

(2). Installation of oil hose 

Equipment has 2 pieces oil hose. One connect cylinder on the bottom of main running 

board .The other connect power unit, then 2 pieces oil hose connected by wire connector. 
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                                                           Picture 20 

 

 

12. Circuit connection 

M-Type series equipment electrical part just have one wire on power unit, connect with outside 

power supply directly is okay. 

 

41 

40 

45 
42 41 

44 41 40

1 

40 
43 46 

2 pieces oil hose 

connect together 

by the hole on 

the running board 

 

Oil hose incline 

toward up, and 

cross oil hose   

clamp,prevent 

friction with wire 

rope 

 

Oil hose clamp 
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Picture.21 

13. Fixed equipment 

Before fixed equipment, fastening all the connecting bolts between side beam and running 

board, then use gradienter to measure each column, make each column keep vertical (not 

vertical, add sizing block into between column and ground).Finally use expansion bolts fixed 

column. (Fixed column according to Picture.7 location picture, dimension error control within 5 

mm). 

 

Picture.22 

                    

4.Running Test 

1) Filling 12 liters No.46 hydraulic oil into the oil tank before commissioning, 

switching on the power of the device, pressing the green button on the power 

unit, device begin to rise, then device is debugging. 

Equipment with 3 phase, 

plug into an electric 

power supply, if motor run, 

equipment not on work, please 

exchange any 2 wire out of 3 

wire. 
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                                                 Picture.23 

Note: After transferred to the same height, the trolley platform is lowered to 

confirm whether it can reach the bottom. If not, you need to adjust the wire rope 

down. 

2) Unlock portion of the device is adjusted in accordance with Picture.16 and 

Picture.17. After the adjustment is completed, tighten all bolts and nuts on the 

device. Then the device run back and forth several times to confirm it is 

smooth. 

3) Device specific operation steps are as follows: 

① Rise: Pressing the green button on the power unit, the platform rises. After reaching the 

desired height, pressing relief power unit handle, unlock block fell on locking block, so that the 

device is in a locked state. 

② Fall: When fall, as the device is in the locked state, the device should first rise for some 

distance (about 4cm). Then flip the unlock handle to ensure safety device is released, and 

maintain this action, complete the unlock .After unlocking, simultaneously pressing relief hand 
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of the power unit, the equipment fall . (when fall, observe synchronization of platform fall, if 

there is an abnormality, immediately stop the device, find out why) 

 
 

Lock state     Picture.24                            Unlock state Picture.25                         

4) Device installation is completed now, then cover, middle cover, the car plate is installed on 

the device, the grease is applied in the chute of the column, the device can be used 

normally. 

 

                             Picture.26 Picture.27 
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                                               Picture.28 

Power unit Function: 

① Oil speed adjustment screw: Loosen the lock nut, landing speed of the device is changed by 

inner hexagonal bolts adjusting screw.(Clockwise rotation make the faster movements, 

counter-clockwise and vice versa). 

② Spare tubing Interface: It is the same with another tubing interface, but direction different, 

select the convenience one to use, the unused interface must be sealed. 

③ Overflow valve: When the oil pressure increases due to external factors, the overflow valve 

can force oil drain, so pipes does not burst due to the continued increase in pressure, leading 

to accidents. Open the red cover, and then open the inside of the nut, you can adjust the 

security oil pressure. 

 

                                                                         Picture.29 

5. The operation instruction 

1. The storage of vehicles 

①ensure that no barrier around the device , no obstacle at the bottom. 

② car platform will be set down to the ground, the car driving to upload car platform, pull the 

hand brake. 

③ Pressing the green button on the power unit, device lift. Release the button when reaching 

the required position, then locking device. 

④ Vehicles on the lower platform. 

2, Pick up the vehicles 

① Remove the lower vehicle, make sure that no other obstructions around the device. 

② Rise device, complete the unlock (refer fifth -3). 
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③ Hold down the relief handle of power unit, device landing (landing speed can be adjusted by 

adjusting the screw on the power unit according to their oil-speed requirements). 

④ the platform is put down to the ground, pull out of the upper vehicle, complete to pick up 

the car. 

⑤ power off the device. 

 

6. Maintenance 

Monthly: 

 Check the hydraulic tube connection and the availability of oil spills.  

 Check the connection of wire rope and wire rope wheel. 

 Check the fastening bolts. 

 Check operation member flexibility. 

 Check the condition of safety components. 

Half year: 

 Fastening bolts. 

 Tightness of the hydraulic system, if found leaking, tighten the joints. 

 Check lubrication and wear of pins, rollers, platform architecture and related 

components, any damage must be promptly replaced. 

 

 

 

 

7. Trouble Shooting 

Symptom Reason Method 

Abnormal sound 

Whether there is traces of friction 

inside the column 

Add a little lubricant inside the 

column 

Whether there are obstacles 

inside the column 
Clean up internal obstacles 

Motor does not 

work, platform does 

not rise 

Connection of wire is bad  Check and connect the wire 

Motor break or burn out Replace the motor 

Motor works, 

platform does not 
Motor reverse Correct wire connection 
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rising 
Hydraulic oil shortage Add hydraulic oil 

Tubing fall off Tighten the tubing 

Overload and over limit Lighten the load 

Platform rising but 

lack of motivation 

Check whether the pipeline leak Replace the tubing 

Adverse cylinder seals Replace the seals 

Whether the rope loose or no 

leveling quasi 

Check that the wire rope 

leveling 

Slow rising 

Oil filter clogged Cleaning or replace 

Oil mixed with air Add hydraulic oil 

Oil speed adjusting screw 

adjustment is not accurate 

Adjust oil speed adjusting 

screw 

Cylinder seals wear Replace the seals 

Poor cylinder lubrication 
Replacement lubricating oil in 

the cylinder internal  

 

 
 

 

                    


